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Introduction 

When converting coordinate data between different datums, obtaining a specific accuracy may require 

time-dependent processing when converting.   This is because one datum may be defined relative to 

another and in a way that includes coefficients that are a function of time.  Even in the case of a single 

datum, a measured position may have different coordinates when measured on two different dates, due 

to crustal motion.  The latter situation is related to the former, since the reason for defining a time-

dependent relationship between two datums is to minimize the effects of crustal motion in one datum. 

 

To illustrate these points, let’s use some specific datums: ITRF (International Terrestrial Reference 

Frame) and NAD83 (North American Datum of 1983). ITRF is typically suffixed with digits indicating year, 

such as ITRF2008, or ITRF08, and NAD83 by a datum tag such as NAD83(HARN) or NAD83(2011), which 

represent specific realizations of the NAD83 datum.  In what follows, we’ll generally use NAD83 for 

readability, but assume the more precise definition NAD83(2011).   

 

NAD83(2011) and IGS2008 

This current NAD 83 realization is defined by the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) in terms of the 

IGS2008 datum, by a set of 14-parameters.  Seven parameters define a Helmert transformation, and 

seven additional parameters provide the corresponding time-rate-of-change information.1  IGS2008 is 

mathematically identical to ITRF2008 (i.e. they are related by an identity transform), and since ITRF may 

be a bit more familiar, it will be used for this note.  Another familiar datum, WGS84(G1150) is equivalent 

to ITRF2000 at the 1-2 cm level. Until 2011, NAD83 was defined in terms of ITRF2000/WGS84. That is no 

longer the case, as there exists a non-identity transform between ITFR2000 and ITRF20082. 

 

Observation Date: The Epoch 

The year values associated with the datums above, 2011 for the NAD83 realization, and 2008 for the 

ITRF realization, indicate when the definition of the datums, or datum realizations, occurred. It is 

important to distinguish this date from an observation date of a specific set of data referenced to one of 

these datums. That is, we may have data referenced to the NAD83(2011) datum, but collected for 

example, in July of 2012.  This observation date may also be referred to as the epoch of the data.  

  

 

 

                                                           
1 For additional details, see the NGS link: http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS/coords.shtml. 
2 http://itrf.ensg.ign.fr/doc_ITRF/Transfo-ITRF2008_ITRFs.txt 

http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS/coords.shtml
http://itrf.ensg.ign.fr/doc_ITRF/Transfo-ITRF2008_ITRFs.txt
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The General HTDP Problem 

The general HTDP problem is to transform coordinates based on one datum at one epoch, e.g. ITRF08 at 

2012.5, to coordinates based on a second datum, e.g. NAD83(2011), at a different epoch, e.g.  2010.0. 

Note that it is efficient to use decimal year values for epochs, given the rates of change involved.  A 

short-hand representation might be: 

 

ITFR08{2012.5}  NAD83{2010.0}    (1) 

 

(The curly braces , ‘{ }’, identify the epoch of the data collected. Parentheses are used for datum tags. A 

more specific representation for the right side of (1) would be: NAD83(2011){2010.0}.) 

 

The transform in (1) is best understood by considering it as a “two-stage” transformation: 

 

 ITRF08{2012.5}  NAD83{2012.5}   (2) 

 

Followed by: 

 

 NAD83{2012.5}  NAD83{2010.0}   (3) 
 

Time Dependent Transform between Datums 

The first expression is implemented by the 14-parameter transform that defines NAD83 based on 

ITRF08.  This transform is stationary, that is, the equations are the same everywhere, independent of 

location – the transform depends only on time (epoch).  Given the coefficients and epoch of the data, 

the transform is completely specified. It’s important to understand that this transform moves between 

datums at a particular epoch; not between epochs.  Moving between epochs requires the second 

transform. 

 

Crustal Motion Correction 

The second transform however, is not modeled by simple equations. This transform models crustal 

motion effects, and a complete implementation requires using complex numerical modeling techniques. 

The result is a prediction or estimate, and is a function of both position and time.  Simple 

approximations however, can be created for a specific time and a limited area.  Therefore, an expression 

which includes both time and place is a more practical descriptor:  

 

  NAD83{2012.5; region A}  NAD83{2010.0; region A}  (4) 

 

So generally then, (1) is clearer when expressed as: 

 

ITRF08{2012.5; region A}  NAD83{2010.0; region A}  (5) 
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An implementation of the transform in (4) might be as simple as a geocentric type transform, i.e. three 

displacement terms: ∆X, ∆Y, and ∆Z.  Clearly this would be useful only over a limited area since only 

constant offset values are used.  A more general solution would be to use “grid” type corrections, as are 

used in NADCON, for example. The complication of course is that many grids would be required, due to 

the additional dependence on time. 

 

As a review then, suffixes directly following the datum name, such as (2011) in NAD83(2011) or 2008 in 

ITRF2008, describe the datum. The epoch and location information in the curly braces suffix, e.g. 

{2012.5; region A} , describe epoch, location, and extent for particular data set. 

 

GeoCue Support of HTDP 

The notations introduced above are important to understanding how HTDP is supported in GeoCue. 

GeoCue allows datum transforms to be selected, or created, based on a pair of datum names.  Now with 

HTDP support, datum names may be suffixed with qualifiers to describe a particular data set’s epoch 

and location. The datum names, in conjunction with the qualifiers, can be used to create transforms 

between different datums that are a function of time (i.e. 14-parameter transforms), as well as 

transforms between different epochs using geocentric transforms. 

 

GeoCue supports the concept of chaining together transforms to make multi-stage transforms.  For 

example, we could write the “two stage” transform expressed by (5) as: 

 

 ITRF08{2012.5; region A}  NAD83{2012.5; region A} NAD83{2010.0; region A}   (6) 

 

This represents a path from ITRF08{2012.5; region A} to NAD83{2010.0; region A}.  An alternative path 

would be:  

 

 ITRF08{2012.5; region A} ITRF08{2010.0; region A} NAD83{2010.0; region A}   (7) 

 

Both paths would provide the same result: The first stage in (6) transforms between the ITRF08 and 

NAD83 datums, at a given epoch. The second stage in (6) corrects for crustal motion of the NAD83 

datum between two epochs: 2012.5 and 2010.0.  For the path in (7), the correction for crustal motion 

occurs in the first stage, while in the ITRF datum; the datum transform from ITRF08 to NAD83 in the 

second.  NGS’s HTDP tools provide the crustal displacement information in either datum, so either path 

may be used. We’ll now look at specifically how we construct this datum transform in GeoCue to solve 

the general HTDP problem. 

 

 

Example of an HTDP Datum Transform Definition 
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Consider a case where classified LAS data referenced to NAD83 and an epoch of 2010.0 is to be 

produced. Note that 2010.0 is the epoch assigned by NGS for which NGS will provide NAD83(2011) 

coordinates.  This epoch is used to create a common frame of reference for coordinates provided on the 

NGS website, e.g. coordinates from NGS’s survey mark datasheets, and coordinates of CORS stations.   

 

Further consider that we have generated LIDAR source data in ITRF08 coordinates, with an observation 

date specified as 2012.5. This will occur if the trajectory used for creating the point data was generated 

in the ITRF reference frame, which is the recommendation of NGS and some POS equipment 

manufacturers. This recommendation stems from the fact that ITRF is a true geocentric reference frame, 

as opposed to NAD83. (NAD83 is offset from the geocenter by ~2 meters in the y-component)3.   The 

particular projections, UTM or State Plane, etc., are unimportant for this discussion; only the underlying 

datums.  For purposes of this example they can both be considered to be geographic instead of 

projected coordinates. 

  

                                                           
3 Soler and Snay, Transforming Positions and Velocities between the International Terristrial Reference Frame of 
2000 and North American Datum of 1983, Journal of Surveying Engineering, May 2004, p52 
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GeoCue Project Creation 

First, we create a GeoCue project in a geographic coordinate system based on NAD83(2011).  We’ll use 

2010.0 for date, and a location qualifier of “Jacks Creek”. Below is shown the Select/Create Coordinate 

Reference System dialog (Figure 1) with the indicated settings.  Checking the Create Custom Coordinate 

System From Selection checkbox opens the center portion of the dialog, which supports two custom 

coordinate system options. The right option, Specify Qualifying Parameters is used for setting time and 

location qualifiers on a custom coordinate system.  The indicated time and location qualifiers are simply 

entered in the Date and Location fields.  Once entered, they will be available from the drop-downs for 

easy re-use. Description is optional, but useful, as it allows simpler location qualifiers, while providing a 

means for adding a more detailed explanation of the location and extent info. The description will be 

displayed wherever coordinate system details are shown in GeoCue, such as from the Layer Properties 

dialog. 

 
Figure 1 Setting the Project/Output Coordinate System 
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LIDAR Source Layer Creation 

After the project is created, the first step is to create a LIDAR Source layer for the ITRF data.  Selecting 

the coordinate system (Figure 2) will be just as in the previous dialog, except that the ITFR 2008 

coordinate system is selected from the predefined list, and the date and location qualifiers are already 

available from the drop-down lists in the Qualifying Parameters group box. 

 

 
Figure 2 Setting the Input Coordinate System 
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Missing Datum Transform Dialog 

When the OK button is clicked on the Create Layer dialog after specifying the new coordinate system, 

the Missing Datum Transform dialog (Figure 3) will be displayed, indicating a datum transform is needed 

between the new datum and the project datum: 

 

 
Figure 3 Missing Datum Transform Dialog 

Define Datum Transform and Create Path Dialogs 

Click Define… to see the Define Datum Transform dialog (Figure 4). For new coordinate systems based 

on time-and-location qualified datums, the dialog will be unpopulated, as there are no paths yet defined 

between the two datums.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: When time-and-location qualifiers are appended to datum names, those new, 

concatenated names are treated as new datums in GeoCue for the purposes of creating 

transforms. It is worth remembering though that the actual datums are still 

independent of the qualifier information. In this case, the actual datums are ITRF2008 

and NAD83(2011). The epoch value provides observation times about specific data. 

However, the location information is used only as an identifier for describing a region 

over which a geocentric transform is applicable for applying the crustal motion 

correction.  That is, it is only used for creating transforms across epochs.  
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Figure 4 Define Datum Transform Dialog 

Click Create Path… to define the path and stages needed to implement the desired datum transform 

(Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 Create Path Dialog 

Building the Transform Path / Adding an Intermediate Coordinate System 

A review of the transform notation will be helpful in constructing the needed path.  The datum 

transform to be created is: 

 

ITRF08{2012.5; Jacks Creek}  NAD83{2010.0; Jacks Creek} 

However, to implement in GeoCue we will need a two-stage path: 

    ITRF08{2012.5; Jacks Creek}  NAD83{2012.5; Jacks Creek}  NAD83{2010.0; Jacks Creek} 

Where the first stage is: 

  ITRF08{2012.5; Jacks Creek}  NAD83{2012.5; Jacks Creek} 

On the dialog, the From Datum is initialized to: ITRF08{2012.5; Jack Creek}, but the To Datum is set to 

the final datum, NAD83{2010.0; Jacks Creek}.  An intermediate datum, NAD83{2012.5; Jacks Creek} is 

needed. In this case, that datum does not exist (see the To Datum drop-down). Click Add Intermediate 
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Coordinate System… to create a coordinate system based on that datum, which will result in the datum 

being added to the list.  Set the coordinate system dialog as follows (Figure 6): 

 
Figure 6 Creating the Intermediate Datum 

Click OK to create the intermediate coordinate system, then on the Create Path dialog, select the new 

intermediate datum (NAD83{2012.5; Jacks Creek}) in the To Datum field.  Click Add Path Stage to create 

the first stage. To create the last stage, NAD83{2012.5; Jacks Creek} NAD83{2010.0Jacks Creek}, click 

Add Final Path Stage. 
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The Create Paths dialog should now appear as follows (Figure 7): 

 
Figure 7 Create Path Dialog with Path Stages 

 

Selecting and Defining the Stages 

The first path stage will have automatically selected the ITRF_2008_To_NAD_1983_2011_TD stage for 

implementing the 14-parameter time dependent transform between ITRF08 and NAD83 for epoch 

2012.5. 

 

The second path stage from NAD83{2012; Jacks Creek} to NAD83{2010.0; Jacks Creek} however, has no 

stage assigned.  A stage is needed to correct for the displacement caused by crustal motion between the 

two epochs, 2012.5 and 2010.0.  A geocentric stage can be defined to account for the displacement.  

Select the second path stage and click Add... to open the Create Datum Transform Stage dialog, shown 

in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 Create Datum Transform Stage Dialog 

 

Using HDTP to Determine Displacements due to Crustal Motion between Epochs 

To create a geocentric transform that corrects for the displacement, X-Offset, Y-Offset, and Z-Offset 

values are required.  The NGS HTDP website may be consulted to obtain these values for a given datum, 

dates, and a geographic coordinate.  The link is available directly from the bottom left of the Create 

Datum Transform Stage dialog.   

 

Figure 9 shows the interactive HDTP webpage with selection of the NAD83(2011) datum, the two 

epochs, and a geographic coordinate for Jacks Creek.  Click the Submit Query button to obtain the HTDP 

Output shown in Figure 10.   
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Figure 9 Interactive HTDP Webpage for Determining Displacements  
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Figure 10 HTDP Output Showing Geocentric Displacement between Two Dates 

 

In the bottom right corner are the three geocentric displacement values for the NAD83(2011) datum 

between 2012.5 and 2010.0. Enter these values, -0.004, -0.001, and 0.002, in the X, Y, and Z-Offset fields 

on the Create Datum Transform Stage dialog, and click OK to create the geocentric stage. 

Completing the Datum Transform Definition 

The Create Path dialog now appears as shown (Figure 11). Both stages are now assigned. Click OK to 

close the Create Path dialog.  This will return you to the Missing Datum Transform dialog. Click Approved 

and Close to complete the two-stage HTDP datum transform definition. 
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Figure 11 Create Path Dialog with Path Stages and Stages Defined 

 

Reviewing Datum Transform Definitions 

Datum Transforms definitions may be reviewed at any time by clicking the Map Coordinate Systems icon 

at the top of the GeoCue Table of Contents pane.  Both defined and undefined datum transforms for a 

coordinate system are shown. When selecting a previously defined transform, clicking the Define button 

allows review of the assigned path and stage(s). 
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